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Last week was full of the usual strains that you might associate with the life of
a burger flipper. Most of the stressful moments involve customer interactions. I
find myself more and more taking a one (or three) beat pause, breathing
deeply in and out and then moving on. Part of the sale is letting customers
think that they are better than me. It lets them feel more confident in their
purchase.  Saturday, not having to deal with this, I got in the car with a
random/on- purpose batch of music and headed east along I-94. My not-so-
random choices included Marvin Gaye’s What’s Going On album, Yankee

Hotel Foxtrot, The Best of Sheryl Crow, and Who’s Next. Kind of generic titles, but I tend to
think that a person’s core music says as much about them as their comfort foods (not that I want
either to say “generic”). Michigan definitely is showing its bare, November skin. The Fall colors were
gone and I enjoyed driving along the empty, quiet flatlands.

New York Times writer Tom Kuntz ran a blog this morning about farming over Detroit (Idea of the
Day Blog-Plowing Detroit Into Farmland, NYT, 11/9/09). The idea isn’t exactly Kuntz’, but has
been bandied about by the American Institute of Architects and the group Urban Farming
(which has based itself in Detroit). As a native Michigander, someone who grew up geographically
midway between Detroit and Chicago in Kalamazoo, the notion struck me at first as nonsensical. At
first. I am starting to scratch my Charlie Brown head and ask “Why not?”  Why not fight blight with
food? Heavy manufacturing isn’t going to come back to eastern Michigan any time soon. There
have been the complaints by native Detroiters as well as the national media for years that a lot of
the damage of the ’60s rioting has never been repaired or razed. The gag in the last installment of
the Scary Movie series in which Detroit looked better after being decimated by alien spacecraft
was fairly on target. Stupid, but hit the right note.

Michigan is an agricultural state that had the good fortune to become the first mass producer of
automobiles. Those cars have been driven away and maybe it’s time to focus on what we can do.
Sustainable farms, wildlife and fisheries resurrection, food for those in need and for the larger
market. I’m not the Talking Heads Nothing But Flowers guy lamenting the disappearance of
Dairy Queens, honky-tonks and 7-11′s. I think that we can have those things and urban centers that
produce food for the world. Onward and (way) upward.
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